ALL INDIA ESSAY WRITING EVENT 2016: DATE EXTENTION

MPMSU in association with Heartfullness Institute Chennai, organizing the all India essay writing event 2016. Students of all faculty (Medical, Dental, Nursing, Paramedical) can participate in the same. Topic for the essay writing is "The whole purpose of education is to turn mirrors into windows" essay must be either handwritten by black or blue ink or computer typed, word limit 1000 words, font Calibri script, font size 12 on A4 size paper. Interested students can submit their entries directly to Dr Trapti Gupta In-charge Research Section MPMSU before 10th September 16 or can mail on traptigupta_3@rediffmail.com / trapti.gupta@mpmsu.edu.in Contact no. 0761-2670341. For detailed guideline n evaluation criteria log on to www.youngheart.com
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